
ENDOMORPHISM RINGS OF IDEALS IN A
COMMUTATIVE REGULAR RING

ROGER WIEGAND1

Let A be a commutative regular ring, and let A* be the Boolean

ring of idempotents in R. It is well known that the mappings J<—►/

= JC\R* and I>—>I = RI are reciprocal lattice isomorphisms between

ideals of R and ideals of A*. In this paper we make these mappings

into functors: To each <p E Horn B (Jx, J2), respectively-^ E Homa„(/i, I2),

we associate a homomorphism 4>EHomRjf(Jx, J2), respectively

\f/£:Homfl(7i, 72). Using these constructions, we prove that the endo-

morphism ring of an ideal of R is regular, and that the homological

dimension of an ideal is equal to its homological dimension as a mod-

ule over its endomorphism ring.

For each xER let x* be the (unique) idempotent such that Ax*

= Rx. We will use the following relations repeatedly:

(1) x*x = x,    (xy)* = x*y*,        Vx, y E R-

Let <p and ^ be as above, and define 4: Jx~*Ji and St: 7X—>72 as follows:

$(e) = <b(e)*, Ve 6 Ju
(2) —

*(x) = *¥(**),        VxG/i-

Let S, respectively #*, denote the category of A-ideals and A-homo-

morphisms, respectively A*-ideals and Avhomomorphisms.

Theorem 1. The mappings </>i—><$ and SI'h—>\jf are functors. Moreover

^" =1F, so that if* is a retract of 3.

Since we are dealing with two distinct additive structures, we use

the symbol ® to denote addition in the Boolean ring A*. Then ei@e2

= ei+e2 — 2eie2. Often it is convenient to consider the join of two

idempotents: ex\/e2 = ex®e2®eie2 = ex+e2 — exe2. Note that ex®e2

= ex(l—e2)Ve2(l-ex).

Lemma 1. Let lx and I2 be ideals in the Boolean ring (A*, ©), and let

h: Ix~*I2 be any mapping. Consider the following three statements:

(a) h(exe2)=exh(e2), VeiGA*, e2Eh;

(b) h(exe2)=h(ex)h(e2), Vei, e2EIx;

(c) h(ex\Je2)=h(ex)\Jh(e2), Vei, e2Eh-
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Then (a) implies (b), and hEFlomR<t(Ix, I2) if and only if both (a)

and (c) hold.

Proof. Assume (a), and let ex, e2Eh- Then

h(exe2) = h(exe2)h(exe2) = exh(e2)e2h(ex) = h(ex)h(e2).

Next, suppose (a) and (c) are both satisfied. Then

Hex © e2) = (1 - e2)h(ex) V (1 - ex)h(e2)

= (h(ex) - e2h(ex)) V (h(e2) - «i*(<0).

But (a) and (b) together imply that e2h(ex) =exh(e2) —h(ex)h(e2), and

it follows that h(ex@e2) =h(ex)®h(e2). Finally, if h is P-linear, then

(a) and (b) are valid, and

h(ex V e2) = h(ex) © h(e2) © h(exe2) = h(ex) © h(e2) © h(ex)h(e2)

= A(«0 V h(e2).

Proof of Theorem 1. It is easily seen, using (1), that $: P—>P

satisfies condition (a), and hence also condition (b), of Lemma 1.

Given elt e2EJi, set g=4>(ex)+$(e2)—$(exe2) and h=<p(ex)+<p(e2)

—<p(exe2). Then h*=$(ex\/e2) and, by condition (b), g = $(ex)V$(e2).

Therefore g2=g, and a direct calculation shows that hg = h. If we can

show that gERh it will follow that g = h*, and therefore that condition

(c) holds. Choose rx and r2 in R such that ri0(e,) =<j>(ei), i=l, 2, and

let h' =rx<p(ex)+r2$(e2) — r1r2<p(exe2). Then h'h — g, and gERh. By

Lemma 1, 0GHoraB,(/i, /*). We now show that ^ is P-linear. If

rER and xGP, we have ^(rx) =rx,F(r*x*) =rx^(x*) =rJr(x). Now

let x, yEIi- Using the lemma and the fact that ^ and M> agree on p,

we have

*(x + y) = V((x + y)(x* V y«)) = (x + yp$(x. V y*)

= (s + y)(*(*.)V*(y.))

= (x + y)(*(x*) + *(y.) — V(x»y*)) = ¥(x) + ^(y).

The verification that 4> and ty are natural is routine and will be

omitted. Clearly <lP =1F, and the proof is complete.

The functors in Theorem 1 have the peculiar property of being

"exact" but not additive. (Of course S and 8* are not exact cate-

gories.) For example, let R be a field of characteristic different from 2,

and let <p and "F be the identity maps on R and P*, respectively. Then

(<p+<pfV0ffl<£, and OFffi'F)-yH' +^. This apparent unnaturality is
explained by Theorem 2 below.
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Lemma 2. Let J and K be ideals of the commutative regular ring R,

and assume that KQJ. Then (pKCK for each #£Homfi(/, /). In

particular, if 5=Homji(/, /) then K is a left S-module.

Proof. If xEK, <p(x) =x0(x*)£A.
The following lemma describes explicitly the "image" of the functor

Lemma 3. Let <pEHom.R(J, J). The following conditions are equiva-

lent: (a) <p=$~; (b) 0=¥ for some tGHomB,(/, /); (c) <p2=<p; (d)

0/c/.

Proof. First observe that the composition in the ring 5

= HomB(J, J) may be described by

(3) (<p2(px)(x) = x<b2(x*)<bx(x*).

Now (a) obviously implies (b). To show (b) implies (c), we have

^ (x) = x*(x.)2 = x\T/(x.) = V(x).

Next, assuming (c), we have

4>(e)2 = e<p(e)2 = <p2(e) = <p(e),

so (d) is satisfied. Finally, if (d) holds

4>~(x) = x<£(x*) = x<b(x*)* = x<p(x*) = 4>(x);

therefore (d) implies (a), and the proof is complete.

Theorem 2. Let J be an ideal in the commutative regular ring R, let

5=Hom/j(J, J), and let S = HomRt(J, J). Then S is a Boolean ring,

S is a commutative regular ring, and the map 8: ty*—>¥ is a ring isomor-

phism from S onto S*, the Boolean ring of idempotents in S.

Proof. By (3), 5 is commutative. Given <j>ES, let </>*=0~. By

Lemma 3, </>* is idempotent, and a simple computation using (3)

shows that <p*<p =</>. We will show that 50* = Sep.

For each x£A there is a unique x£A" satisfying the relations

(4) xx = x*,        x*x = x.

(Choose y such that xyx = x and set x = yxy.)  Define (/>:/—>/ by

letting <b~(x) =x#(x*)". Now clearly

(5) (xy)' = xy,        Vx, y E A;   e = e,        Ve E A..

It follows from (1) and (5) that

(6) $(rx) = r0(x), Vr E R,    xEJ
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and

(7) #(«) = *(«)-,       VcGP

Let ex, e2G^and set s=$(ex)+<j>(e2) — <$>(exe2). By (6) and (7) we may

write s = ex<p(ex)~ +e24>(e2)~ — exe2<p(exe2)'. Since ei(ex\Ze2) =eit i=l, 2,

and exe2(ex\Ze2) = exe2, we have

^(d V e2) = ^(ei) <b(ei) + <p(e2) <b(e2) — 4>(exe2) d>(exe2)

= $(ex) + <?(e2) — 4(exe2) = 4>(ex) V 4(e2)

= 4(ex V e2) = <p(ex V e2)*.

A similar calculation shows that sd>(ex\/e2)*=s. We conclude that

s=d>(ex\/ei)~. Taking (7) into account, we have

(8) $(ex V e2) = <£(«i) + f(e2) - 4>(exe2).

Now if x, yEJ,

#(* + y) = (x + y)<£(x. V y*) = <£(*) + *(>>),        by (6) and (8).

Therefore <pEFlomii(J, J). One checks directly that dxp~=cp* and

<p*4> =$. Hence S<p* = Sd>, and 5 is regular.

It remains to be shown that 6 is a ring isomorphism. Clearly ty = 0

implies "F = 0, and 6 is onto by Lemma 3. If ^x and tyt are in 5 then

(\IVFi)- = MM^i by Theorem 1. Therefore we need only verify that

(1Fi©'*r2)_ = '4fi©'4'2, (where the symbol © denotes addition in both

S and 5*). Let xEJ- Then

(^i © *s)_(x) = x(Vx © ¥2)(**) = x(^i(x*) © *2(x.))

= x(*i(x*) + ¥2(x*) - 2^i(x^)'F2(x*))

= x<Fi(x*) + x¥2(x*) - 2*¥1(**)#2(**)

= f x(x) + ¥2(x) - 2*i¥2(x)

= (¥, + *2 - 2¥l¥2)(x) = (*i © ¥2)(x). Q.E.D.

Remark. One can also use Pierce's sheaf-theoretic representation

of commutative regular rings [4] to prove that 5 is regular. It can be

shown [6] that 5 is isomorphic to F(U[j], (R(R)). If

o- G T(U[J], «(*)),

define d: P[/]—>(R(P) by letting 5(x) = <r(x)~l if o(x) y^O, and <t(x) =0

otherwise. Then cr is continuous (this requires proof) and aw = <r, that

is, r(P[jr], (R(P)) is regular. Theorem 1 has a similar proof.

We now return to the situation described in Lemma 2 and consider
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the homological dimension of K as an 5-module. Notice that K may

be identified with an ideal of 5.

Theorem 3. Let R, J, K and S be as in Lemma 2. Then h.dimB(A)

= h.dims(A).

Proof. We use a modification of Pierce's projective resolution for

ideals in a Boolean ring [5]. Let {et-.iEl} be a set of idempotent

generators for K. If 5 = (/0 ■ ■ ■ in)EIn+1, let es denote the product

e.„ • • • £»„• For each w^O let P„ be the A-module of all functions

cp: 7"+1->A such that (i) 0(5) =0 for all but finitely many oG7"+1 and

(ii) 0(5)GRe5 for each 5£/n+1. If 8EIn+1, let x5GP„ be defined by

xs(5') =0,        8' ^ 8,

xs(8') = es,        8' = 5.

Then Pn = © XI«ef"+1 Rx*> and, since Rxs~Res, Pn is projective. Define

e:P0-+K by letting e(0) = Xl.'ei4>(i)- For each S = (i0 - ■ ■ in)EIn+\

let Oj=(i0 ■ ■ ■ ij ■ ■ ■ in), and define dx{ = ejXIo s>sn( — l)jXsj. Clearly

d may be extended to a unique A-homomorphism d: Pn—±Pn-i. The

sequence

d d e
P.:->Pn~>Pn-i -»-► Pi -+Po->K->0

is the desired projective resolution of A. The proof of exactness is

very similar to the proof given in [5] and will be omitted.

Given &G5, <pEPn and 8EIn+1, let (h<p)(8)=h(<p(d)). By Lemma

2, hcpEPn, so that P„ is an 5-module. Now Rxs is an 5-submodule of

Pn; in fact Rxs=Shs, where h>ES is defined by hs(x) =esx. Therefore

Pn is a projective 5-module. The proof that d and e are 5-homomor-

phisms presents no difficulty since it is enough to check linearity on

each direct summand. Therefore P* is an 5-projective resolution of

K. For each re^O let An = im(d: PB+i->P„). In view of [l, VI., 2.1]

the proof will be complete once we verify that An is A-projective if

and only if it is 5-projective.

Suppose vl„ is A-projective. Since An is generated by {dxs: 5GP"+2}

there are idempotents gsER such that An= © XI^rn+2 Rgsdxs, by

[5, 3.1], But Rgsdxs = gsdRxs = gsdSxs = Sgsdxs, so that

An   =   ©   XI , Tn+2SgSdXS.
fie/

Now Sgsdxs is a cyclic submodule of the projective 5-module Pn. Since

5 is semihereditary Sgsdxs must be 5-projective [l, I., 6.2]; therefore
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An is 5-projective. Conversely, if An is 5-projective there are idem-

potents fsES such that An= © E«er"+25fs3xj. But 5/sdxj =/sd5x«

=fsdRxs = Rfsdxs. As before, it follows that P„ is P-projective.

Q.E.D.
If J is any ideal of R and 5 = Homs(P /) let pt: R—>S he the ring

homomorphism x—*px, where ux(y) =xy for each yEJ- Any 5-module

acquires an P-module structure via this homomorphism. In view of

Theorem 3 one might be led to conjecture that the homological di-

mension of any 5-module is equal to its homological dimension as an

P-module. We shall show that in fact either dimension may dominate

the other.

Example 1. Let J= © Yln<a Rn, where each Pn is a two-element

Boolean ring. Embed J as a maximal ideal in the Boolean ring R [2,

Exercise 1.1 ]. Then S=Hom*(7, P) = II„<„ Rn- Now R is countable

and therefore hereditary. I claim that S is not hereditary. Since 5 is

complete as a Boolean algebra it must be a self-injective ring, by

[4, 24.2] and [2, §21]. But the only self-injective hereditary rings are

semisimple with minimum condition, by [3] and [l, I, 5.4]; hence 5

cannot be hereditary. If A is any 5-module with homological dimen-

sion at least 2, we have h.dimg(^4)>h.dimfl(^4).

For an example of the opposite inequality we shall show that in

general 5 need not be P-projective.

Lemma 4. Let J be an ideal in the commutative regular ring R and let

eER*- Then Re is an essential extension of J if and only if (0: J)

= R(l-e).

The proof is straightforward and will be omitted.

Definition. An ideal I oi R is essentially principal ii J is large in

some principal ideal. J is taut if the homomorphism p,: R—>HomK(P /)

is an epimorphism.

Theorem 4. Let J be an ideal in the commutative regular ring R, and

let 5 = Hom«(/, J). Then S is projective if and only if J is taut and

essentially principal.

Proof. Consider the sequence

(E) 0^(0: 7)-».r£s-»0

which is clearly exact, except possibly at 5. Suppose 5 is projective.

By [5, 3.2], pR is a direct summand of 5. ButpR is large in 5; there-

fore pR = 5, so that J is taut. Since 5 is projective, (E) is split exact.
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Therefore (0: /) is principal, and, by Lemma 4, J is essentially prin-

cipal. Conversely, if / is taut and essentially principal, (0: J) is a

direct summand of R, and (E) is split exact. Therefore 5 is projective.

Corollary. Let R be a commutative regular ring. The following

conditions are equivalent: (a) Homs(/, /) is projective for each ideal J;

(b) every ideal of Ris taut; (c) R is self-injective.

Proof, (a) implies (b) by Theorem 4. Also (b) and (c) are equiva-

lent, by Lemma 2 and [l, I, 3.2]. Suppose (c) holds. Then the maxi-

mal ideal space of R is extremally disconnected [4, 24.1]; hence A* is

complete as a Boolean algebra [2, §21]. Letting e= V/, we see that

Re is an essential extension of J. By Theorem 4, Homa(7, /) is pro-

jective. The proof is now complete.

The ideal J in Example 1 is essentially principal but not taut. The

following is an example of an ideal which is taut but not essentially

principal.

Example 2. Let Ai and A2 be disjoint copies of the space of ordinals

^12 with the order topology. Let A be the space obtained from Ai

yjX2 by identifying the two copies of the point fl. Let U = Xi— {Q}.

Let R be the Boolean ring of A and let / be the ideal corresponding

to the open set UQX. Then / is taut, since any 2-valued function on

U is eventually constant. But J is not essentially principal, since U~

is not open in A.

Much of the work of this paper was motivated by the following

question: If two commutative regular rings have homeomorphic

maximal ideal spaces, do they necessarily have the same global

dimension? The obvious approach is to try to prove that h.dimii(J)

= h.dimRt(J), whenever J is an ideal of the commutative regular ring

R. Theorems 2 and 3 reduce the problem to the special case in which

/ is large and taut in R. To see this, note that pJ is always large and

taut in 5 = Homfi(J, J). Our assertion now follows from

Theorem 5. Let J be an ideal in the commutative regular ring R, let

S = Horns (J, J), and let p: A—>5 be the multiplication map. Ifh.dims(pJ)

= h.dimfi,((ju/)"), then h.dimB(J) =h.dimB,(7).

Proof. The map p defines an 5-isomorphism from J onto pj. Simi-

larly, if 5 = HomB,(/, /), we have an 5-isomorphism v from / onto

vJQS. Now it is easily checked that the ring isomorphism of Theorem

2 takes vJ onto (pJ)"'. The desired result now follows by applying

Theorem 3 to the rings R and A*.
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